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R e p r o d u c i b l e  R e s e a r c h 
f o r  S c i e n t i f i c  C o m p u t i n g

Verifiable Computational Results (VCR) is a disciplined approach to computer-based 
research that requires subtle adjustment to the work habits of scientists, and in  
return automatically converts their results into permanent Web services. This article 
describes how VCR makes computational results accessible to three specific Dream 
Applications, which allow researchers to search, reuse, and experiment upon published 
computational results.

Three Dream Applications of 
Verifiable Computational Results

Scientific researchers generate vast amounts 
of knowledge and archive it in scientific 
literature. The hundreds of thousands 
of scientific papers published annually 

represent, in a highly concentrated form, billions 
of dollars in research funds and millions of work 
hours by highly trained individuals.

This makes scientific literature a fantastic re-
source base—in principle. In practice, knowledge 
is primarily discovered in the literature through 
Web searches and extracted from the literature by 
labor-intensive methods. Here are a few tasks of 
considerable interest that—in principle—we 
can answer using the knowledge available today:

•	 show a table of effect sizes and p-values in all 
phase-3 clinical trials for Melanoma published 
after 1994;

•	 name all of the image denoising algorithms ever 
used to remove white noise from the famous 
“Barbara” image, with citations;

•	 list all of the classifiers applied to the famous 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia dataset,1 along 
with their type-1 and type-2 error rates;

•	 create a unified dataset containing all published 
whole-genome sequences identified with muta-
tion in the gene BRCA1; and

•	 randomly reassign treatment and control labels 
to cases in published clinical trial X and calculate 
effect size. Repeat many times and create a his-
togram of the effect sizes. Perform this for every 
clinical trial published in the year 2003 and list 
the trial name and histogram side by side.

Although we have all the required information 
available in some digital form, each of these 
tasks currently requires a prohibitive amount of  
“manual” labor.

The existence of computer applications that can 
automate these tasks—and more generally search, 
discover, amalgamate, reuse, and experiment upon 
published computational results—will profoundly 
change science and provide an overwhelming jus-
tification for its ongoing digitization. We refer to 
these applications as dream applications. None of 
them are currently feasible.

We recently introduced Verifiable Computa-
tion Results (VCR), a disciplined approach for 
computer-based research, and demonstrated 
a software implementation (www.verif iable- 
research.org).2 VCR requires scientists to learn 
a few new commands in their programming 
languages, scripting environments, and word 
processors. In return, VCR embeds links of a 
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permanent nature within the very computations 
that go to make up a paper. Those links form a 
cohesive structure of Web services that exhibit 
a uniform interface, through which computa-
tional results can be discovered, queried, and  
activated.

Adopting VCR is easy and offers real value to 
the full range of scientific stakeholders, including 
researchers, research groups, reviewers, publish-
ers, and readers. For example, the practice of VCR 
improves individual and group productivity and 
creates a much-needed continuity of knowledge 
within research groups.2

However, by itself VCR doesn’t provide dream 
applications. Rather, it constitutes the required in-
frastructure, on top of which dream applications 
and other sophisticated usage patterns can emerge. 
Here, to demonstrate some of the potential of 
widespread use of VCR, we describe three par-
ticular dream applications that can be developed 
on top of VCR: Search, Amalgamate, and Tweak.

search application: search  
by code or data
By virtue of Web search technology, we can now 
search and discover research articles by title, key-
words, authors, and so on. The Search dream ap-
plication is the natural next step.

Say that we’d like to search for articles con-
taining computational results that use a certain 
technique, incorporate a certain snippet of com-
puter program code, process a specific dataset, or 
reproduce a certain published result. The Search 
application would let us track data and code cita-
tions directly, see where our code was used after 
we made it available, and discover who processed 
our computational results.

amalgamate application: combine 
and reuse computational results
Whenever a single phenomenon is investigated 
by different studies over time, and whenever a fu-
sion of different data sources is required, the need 
arises to amalgamate multiple computational re-
sults. In biomedical research, for example, many 
individual studies are small and provide only weak 
signals. Strong signals can be obtained only by 
amalgamating p-values, effect sizes, and even ac-
tual measurements from multiple studies into one 
meta-analysis study.3

This procedure is central to science and main-
stream in the medical sciences. Still, amalgama-
tion is currently achieved by “cutting and pasting” 
information—which is an embarrassingly manual, 
error-prone, and obfuscating procedure.

After locating any number of compatible re-
sults using the Search application, we’d like to use 
another dream application to amalgamate them 
automatically into a single dataset that’s ready for 
further processing. Two steps are involved: first, re-
sults must be extracted from the existing literature, 
and then they must be amalgamated into a single 
annotated dataset. Both steps should be performed 
automatically rather than manually, and the amal-
gamated dataset should explicitly and unambigu-
ously cite the source of each and every entry.

tweak application: see how different 
conditions Would affect a result
To interact and experiment with published com-
putational results, we’d like to examine how they 
would change if some of the initial conditions in 
their creation process were different. For example, 
we’d like to be able to make any of the following 
changes and see how it affects the results:

•	 replace the original dataset with our own 
dataset;

•	 shuffle the original dataset;
•	 change the random seed; or
•	 change any of the algorithm-tuning parameters.

Based on these simple operations, more ad-
vanced operations are possible—namely, differ-
entiating the results with respect to one of the 
tuning parameters, bootstrapping the results, or 
optimizing the results with respect to several tun-
ing parameters.

Why dream applications  
are presently infeasible
Dream applications require access to relevant infor-
mation regarding published computational results.  
The first kind of relevant information concerns 
the process that created the results and is available 
to the computation that creates the results. Such 
information might include, for example,

•	who created the results, as well when and where, 
using what platform;
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•	 (for graphical results) a graphical rendering of 
the results in various formats;

•	 (for numerical results) the results dataset in 
various formats;

•	 the computation fl ow as it occurred in runtime;
•	 the program code used in creating the 

computation;
•	 the tuning parameters used in runtime to create 

the computation;
•	 dependencies, such as external libraries used for 

the computation; and
•	 details about the runtime environment used by 

the computation, such as confi guration fi les.

The second kind of relevant information con-
cerns relationships between computational re-
sults and is available to the researcher. A new 
result Y can be related to an existing result X in 
various ways, including

•	Y depends on X: the computation that generated 
the result Y used the result X as input.

•	Y reproduces X: Y is identical or equivalent to X
but was generated by a different computation.

•	Y extends X: Y provides fresh evidence, obtained 
using the same procedure as X.

•	Y is comparable to X: Y describes an alternative to 
X and provides the same kind of performance 
measurement as X, making them directly 
comparable.

Within the existing framework for publishing 
computational results, none of this information is 
available for automatic access. The current pub-
lishing standard is effectively the following:

A computational result consists of a local copy of 
graphics or data fi les, as well as the accompanying 
textual description about the fi les’ creation process.

Absurdly, even though all relevant informa-
tion is available either to the researchers or their 

computers as they create the results, most rel-
evant information is completely discarded upon 
publication and the rest is loosely and inacces-
sibly provided in the article text accompanying 
the result.

The main culprit is the representation of results 
by local fi les, which exists due to historical rea-
sons: once upon a time, local fi les were the only 
way to represent anything on a computer. This 
representation means that results maintain only 
an informal and contextual connection with both 
the computational process that generated them 
and with other results, making dream applications 
infeasible.

This leads us to VCR, where local fi les are 
banned and computational results can respond to 
questions.

a tour of Vcr
VCR (www.verifi able-research.org)2 is a disci-
plined approach, with the overall goal of exposing 
all relevant information about a computational re-
sult. We achieve this by storing the information 
in a structured, accessible, and discoverable form, 
and moreover doing so as an integral part of the 
result-creation process. Consequently, VCR ena-
bles dream applications and other sophisticated 
methods of knowledge extraction and research 
based on published results.

VCR identifi es the critical junctions in the 
current computational science workfl ow—the 
computing and publishing paradigm that under-
lies the daily routine of researchers—where the 
information is irretrievably lost. As a response, 
VCR formulates three simple rules that, once fol-
lowed, ensure that the information is adequately 
captured and stored.

Naturally, following the VCR rules requires 
adjustments to the existing workfl ow. The fun-
damental observation enabling VCR is that, 
by virtue of existing technology and new soft-
ware tools, it’s possible to follow the VCR rules 
with only subtle adjustments to the existing 
workfl ow.

Specif ically, VCR introduces a few new 
declarations—new commands—into the syntax 
of existing programming and scripting lan-
guages used in computational science, and a 
new command to embed results in presentation 
slides and publication manuscripts. Correct 
usage of these commands is the only work-
flow adjustment you need to follow the VCR 
rules and make your results accessible to dream 
applications. Table 1 shows an overview of 
the process.

table 1. summary of Verifi able computation results (Vcr) 
ingredients.

ingredient summary
VCR entities Verifi able result, verifi able result identifi er 

(VRI), and repository
VCR rules 1. The only good result is a verifi able result

2. Use no fi les

3. Declare before you describe

VCR declarations repository, chronicled, verifiable
reproduces, extends, comparable

Dream applications Search, Amalgamate, Tweak
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Vcr entities: Verifi able 
results, Vris, and repositories
A computational result that makes available 
all relevant information is called a Verifiable 
Computational Result. VCR specifi es how verifi -
able results make their information available:

A verifi able computational result is a permanent, 
immutable, and universally identifi able Web ser-
vice. Each verifi able result has a verifi able result 
identifi er (VRI), a string of the form https://demo.
verifi able-research.org/public/b4e188f that’s both 
a Web URL and a digital fi ngerprint that uniquely 
identifi es it. A verifi able result responds to a stan-
dard set of requests made over the Internet to its 
VRI address, pertaining to its content, its creation 
process, and its relationships to other results.

An Internet server that stores verifi able results 
and exposes them as Web services is called a VCR
repository.

Vcr rules
The three VCR rules aim to “surgically remove” 
those parts of the present workfl ow that prevent 
dream applications:

VCR rule 1. The only good result is a verifi able 
result. (Publish and communicate only verifi able 
computational results.)

VCR rule 2. Use no fi les. (Program code and pub-
lication manuscripts shouldn’t contain local fi le-
names, only VRIs of verifi able results.)

VCR rule 3. Declare before you describe. (Rela-
tionships to other computational results should 
be declared explicitly in the program code, in 
addition to the accompanying text’s description.)

Vcr declarations
At fi rst sight, following the VCR rules might seem 
to require heroic efforts on behalf of the researcher. 
However, most of the work can be handled behind 
the scenes by the same computer that creates the 
result. The researcher simply gives high-level di-
rections in the form of VCR declarations, which 
are new commands added to programming and 
scripting languages used in computer-based re-
search, such as Python, R, Matlab, Java, Perl, and 
Ruby. To enable these commands, the researcher 
installs a small piece of software called a VCR 
plug-in. Table 2 lists commands that declare vari-
ables as verifi able results, making it easy to follow 
rule 1.

Replacing an assignment command such 
as pval = t_test(x) with the declaration 
verifiable pval = t_test(x) causes the vari-
able pval to be created as a verifi able result. 
No local graphics or numeric fi les are created; in-
stead, the VRI is stored or printed to screen.

Regarding rule 2, the VCR plug-in extends 
the command that loads variables from a lo-
cal fi le (such as load dat1.csv) and allows the 
programmer to load variables by specifying their 
VRI (load <VRI>). Similarly, the VCR plug-in 
lets users pass a VRI as an argument to a function 
(such as func(<VRI>) instead of func(x)). To 
follow the ban on local fi les mandated by rule 2 in 
word processors, when creating publication man-
uscripts and lecture slides, the VCR plug-in adds 
a new command to render and embed a graphical 
result instead of loading graphics from a local fi le 
(such as adding \includeresult{<VRI>} instead 
of \includegraphics{fig1.eps} in LaTeX).

Finally, to help users follow rule 3, VCR 
provides commands that declare relationships 
to existing verifiable results (see Table 3). The 
most important relationship—that the new re-
sult depends on an existing result—is already 
made explicit using the aforementioned load
command.

Learning and using a few new commands with-
in the scientist’s familiar computing environment 
and word processing program represents a minor 
adjustment to existing work habits. In return, the 
VCR rules are followed: the scientist produces 
only verifi able results, no local fi les are involved, 
and relations to existing results are explicitly 
declared.

Vcr interface
After a verifi able result has been created, the re-
sult becomes a Web service ready to respond to 

table 2. basic Vcr declarations.

command action

repository Declare repository to store verifi able results

chronicled Invoke function that creates verifi able results

verifiable Declare a variable as a verifi able result

table 3. Vcr declarations for relations to existing verifi able 
results.

command action

reproduces Declare result reproduces existing result

extends Declare result extends existing result

comparable Declare result is comparable to existing result
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queries over the Internet regarding its own cre-
ation process and relations to other results. For 
example, you can query a verifiable result for 
the data that it constitutes in various formats, the 
source code of the script that generated it, the in-
put variables provided to that script, and other 
verifiable results generated by that script.

VCR specifies a uniform interface that both 
people and computer applications can use to make 
queries regarding all these information items. To 
get a graphical user interface to a result’s infor-
mation, users direct a Web browser to its VRI—
saying, for example, to navigate to https://demo.
verifiable-research.org/public/b4e188f. 

Computer applications request information 
through a Web service protocol. For example, 
in the VCR implementation we provide,2 results 
are RESTful Web services. This means that ap-
plications can make HTTP requests, such as GET 
demo.verifiable-research.org/public/

b4e188f/data?format=csv to download the re-
sult data or GET demo.verifiable-research.
org/public/b4e188f/created to read the time 
when the result was created.

dream applications
In a short time, a group or community that uses  
VCR will accumulate a mass of verifiable results that 
can benefit from dream applications. With that in 
mind, let’s briefly review the implementation princi-
ples and significance of the three dream applications.

search
To implement Search, available verifiable results 
are crawled and indexed according to a variety of 
properties, including the following:

•	 the time it was created,
•	 the researchers who created it,
•	 the program code used to create the computa-

tion,
•	 the values of the tuning parameters used,
•	 the VRIs of datasets used in creating the com-

putation, and
•	 the VRIs of the results that reproduce it.

By indexing the results according to this criteria, 
the search application can answer queries such as 
the following:

•	Who published results that used the BLAST 
alignment algorithm, in the life sciences, in 
September–October 2011?

•	What results were created using the publicly 
available function Sparselab:solveLasso?

•	Which papers report results that depend on the 
“Barbara” image?

We can create these search indexes privately for 
private group or institution repositories or glob-
ally for all available public repositories.

amalgamate
The researcher provides the Amalgamate ap-
plication a list of VRIs that reference numerical 
results. Amalgamate then downloads the results 
in some desired format by making the appropriate 
request to each of the verifiable results, and cre-
ates an amalgamated dataset. The amalgamated 
dataset becomes a new verifiable result.

Unlike tables created by manual (cut-and-paste) 
amalgamation, which contain only numeric val-
ues, tables created by the Amalgamate application 
unambiguously cite the source of every table en-
try. In medical research, for example, this appli-
cation can significantly reduce the time required 
to prepare meta-analysis research; new research 
methods could also emerge that use such auto-
matic tools to mine the enormous body of medical 
literature.

tweak
The proliferation of quantitative platform- 
independent scripting languages (such as Python, 
R, and Matlab), along with advances in virtualiza-
tion, are rapidly creating a situation that will let us 
truly share and re-execute each other’s computa-
tions. All computer programs have an expiration 
date, after which it becomes practically impossi-
ble to execute them on widely available machines. 
In addition to being portable across platforms, 
scripts of platform-independent languages and  
computations staged in virtual machine images 
seem to have longer expiration periods than  
binaries.

For re-execution to provide real and lasting 
value to science, though, it must be paired with 
the notion of computation as an object that can be 
formally declared, permanently stored, and later 
manipulated and operated on. As we previously 
mentioned, basic operations on such a computa-
tion object include replacing or shuffling a data set 
that the computation imports, changing envi-
ronment variables such as the random seed, and 
changing any of the tuning parameters before 
re-execution.

VCR creates exactly such computation objects 
as it records the computation that created a verifi-
able result. Furthermore, VCR rules make it easy 
to formally manipulate computations simply by 
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replacing all occurrences of some VRI in the pro-
gram code with another.

The Tweak application is given a VRI and 
uses the VCR interface to download all required 
source code and dependencies. It then stages the 
computation for re-execution on the local ma-
chine. Before re-execution, however, it tweaks the 
computation by replacing some of the VRIs in the 
program code with new ones.

Performing these basic operations many times 
in parallel lets us differentiate and optimize verifi-
able results with respect to some of their tuning 
parameters; it also lets us bootstrap them with 
respect to the datasets used. In this regard, the 
Tweak application proves that re-execution has 
indisputable value for scientific research.

S cience is undergoing a digitization revo-
lution, where more and more stages of 
the scientific process are performed on 
computers. In principle, digitization of-

fers many new opportunities to leverage the mas-
sive body of knowledge being created by scientists; 
but most of these opportunities are too hard to 
pursue right now. The Dream Applications we 
describe in this article illustrate the far-reaching 
potential benefits offered by the ongoing digitiza-
tion of science; they allow scientists to transpar-
ently combine computations and data published 
by others, and obtain new scientific results. While 
these Dream Applications are very remote from 
current practice, the barriers preventing them can 
be elegantly surmounted. Only a few changes in 
scientific computing practices are needed to en-
able these Dream Applications; the main step is 
to adopt the notion of Verifiable Computational 
Results. This will allow computational results 
to become discoverable, combinable, and gen-
eralizable. A current effort to implement VCR 
and Dream Applications can be found at www. 
verifiable-research.org. 
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